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QUESTION 1

The Domino Access Services allow access to what type of IBM Domino data? 

A. only databases and documents 

B. only databases, templates and documents 

C. only databases, views, folders and documents 

D. only databases, templates, views, folders and documents 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Alice is using the Application Layout control in a custom control. She wants to enable drop targets in the left column and
middle column only. How would she accomplish this? 

A. Alice doesn\\'t have to do anything. By default all columns are selected and leaving them blank will disable them. 

B. Alice should click on the Drop Target tab in the Application Layout control and select the left and middle columns to
enable them. 

C. Alice should click on the Application Layout All Properties tab and set the leftColumn and middleColumn properties to
"true". 

D. Alice should click on the Application Layout tab in the Properties view and select the left column and middle column
under "Content area". 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Chuck is stepping through the client-side JavaScript code on his XPage, and is not able to view the source code from
the included Dojo files in his debugger. What option can he use to be able to debug the Dojo files? 

A. He can\\'t debug the Dojo source code. 

B. Turn on the notes.ini setting, EnableJavaScriptDebug=1. 

C. Set AllowDojoDebugging=true in the xsp.properties file on the server. 

D. Turn on the "Use uncompressed resource files (CSS and Dojo)" option in the XSP Properties for the application. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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Alyssa wants to add text that appears in the search bar before the user puts focus in the search bar within the
Application Layout control. How should she do that? 

A. Alyssa should add the text to the field hint option on the search bar. 

B. Alyssa should add a computed field with the text to the search bar facet. 

C. Alyssa should add a tooltip with the text to the search field on the search bar. 

D. Alyssa should add the text in the inactiveText property of the search bar. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two actions can be done using the Notes Calendar APIs? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a To Do entry. 

B. Create a repeating meeting. 

C. Directly manage free/busy time. 

D. Interact with Resource and Reservation application. 

E. Counter/propose a new time on a meeting invitation. 

Correct Answer: BE 
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